PAINTED ROCK PICTURE HOLDER

Create a thoughtful and unique painted rock picture holder for dad this Father’s Day! Get creative and use his favorite colors in the design. Then, with the help of an adult, print out a photo of you both to put in the holder!

Gather Materials:
• Smooth Rock / Stone
• Craft Wire / Pipe Cleaner
• Scissors / Pliers
• Paintbrushes
• Sealant (like Mod Podge)
• Acrylic Paint
• Beads

1

Go outside and find a nice smooth rock or stone to use, then wash it off to remove excess dirt and scum.

2
Paint the whole stone with white acrylic paint and let dry.

Then paint a special design onto the stone using different colored paints and let dry.

Cover the stone with sealant (like Mod Podge) to help seal in the paint and let dry.

Wrap craft wire or a pipe cleaner around the base of the stone, twist it shut at the top, and leave extra wire sticking up in a straight line.
7. Add beads to your wire and make sure to leave some extra room at the top to curl the wire for the photo.

8. Twist the tip of your wire 2-3 times around a marker to create a circle.

9. Now add a special photo of you and dad and wrap it up to give to him as a gift!